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Parametric excitation of quasiphonons has been observed in the easy-plane antiferromagnets 
CoCO, and FeBO, at all orientations of the static and microwave magnetic fields lying in the 
basal plane of the crystal. It has been established that the type of excited phonons depends on the 
angle between the static and microwave magnetic fields. This does not agree with the theory that 
models the system as an elastic-isotropic medium. The antiferromagnetic resonance spectrum in 
CoCO, has been measured in detail in weak fields. Formulas have been obtained for the 
parametric resonance thresholds of the phonons with account taken of the rhombohedral 
symmetry of the investigated crystals, thus allowing a qualitative explanation of the experimental 
data. The coupled magnetoelastic-wave spectrum parameters brought about by the nonlocal 
nature of the indirect elastic interactions have been refined. A model of quasiphonon relaxation 
by quantum noise from the magnetic system is proposed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Studies of magnetic and magnetoelastic excitations in 
magnetically ordered dielectrics are interesting both from 
the viewpoint of learning more about the properties of spe- 
cific materials and their applications and from the viewpoint 
of understanding the most general questions of the physics of 
nonlinear wave processes. 

One of the main methods of investigating spin and mag- 
netoelastic waves in antiferromagnetics is the parametric- 
resonance method, in which the external magnetic micro- 
wave field hcosw, t excites a pair of waves with antiparallel 
wave vectors (k and - k )  and with the sum of frequencies 
equal to wp (see, e.g., the monograph by L'vovl ). Instead of 
the general case of "Raman" pumping one most frequently 
encounters the case of "degenerate" pumping, in which 
waves of one branch of the spectrum are generated at the 
half-frequency (wp/2). The main advantages of the para- 
metric resonance method are that it excites a narrow wave 
packet (Akgk)  and makes it possible to determine the re- 
laxation rates ( y,, and y,, ) of the parametric waves from 
the magnitude of the threshold field h, at which the instabil- 
ity develops. For Raman pumping 

and for degenerate pumping 

Here p,, is the effective coupling coefficient of the waves 
with the microwave field. 

The present article is dedicated mainly to an investiga- 
tion of the parametric resonance of magnetoelastic waves in 
antiferromagnets with magnetic anisotropy of the "easy 
plane" type, specifically the "low-temperature" antiferro- 
magnet CoCO, (NCel temperature T N =  18 K )  and the 
"high-temperature" antiferromagnet FeBO, ( TN =: 348 K ) .  
These crystalline materials have identical rhombohedral 
symmetry (D, ,  ), but different ratios between the velocities 

of the sound (us ) and of the spin waves (urn ) (in the linear 
portion of the spectrum): v, )urn for the first and v, < urn for 
the second compound. 

The distinguishing feature of easy-plane antiferromag- 
nets is the presence of a low-activation-quasiferromagnetic 
(f) branch of the spin wave spectrum and the so-called ex- 
change amplification effect of the magnetoelastic interac- 
tions (we refer the reader to the reviews by Ozhogin and 
~reobrazhenski i ,~~~ where the necessary references to the 
original works can be found). The magnetoelastic interac- 
tion leads to strong mixing of the initially "pure" quasiferro- 
magnetic and elastic modes, as a result of which new normal 
quasimagnetic and quasielastic modes arise. Thus, under the 
action of a variable magnetic field, which is bringing about 
intense oscillations of the magnetization, elastic oscillations 
are also excited. In what follows we will refer for simplicity 
to the quasiparticles corresponding to the normal quasielas- 
tic modes simply as phonons. 

Depending on the mutual orientation of the static ( H )  
and microwave (h(t)  ) magnetic fields in the basal plane of 
the crystal, one can distinguish two methods of parametri- 
cally exciting the waves: perpendicular pumping ( H l h )  and 
parallel pumping (Hllh). These two methods differ funda- 
mentally by the mechanism of coupling of the microwave 
field to the excited phonons. In the case of perpendicular 
pumping the alternative field linearly excites on the line 
wing, homogeneous oscillations of the quasiferromagnetic 
branch of the spectrum. Thanks to the nonlinear magnetoe- 
lastic interaction these oscillations generate phonons above 
some threshold. In the case of parallel pumping, on the other 
hand, the energy of the microwave field is pumped into the 
magnetic (and from there into the elastic) subsystem both 
through linear excitation of the homogeneous oscillations on 
the line wing of the quasi-antiferromagnetic branch and 
through modulation of the quasiferromagnon spectrum. In 
other words, the coupling coefficients p?, and p:, are 
formed by different interactions of the pump field with the 
magnetic and magnetoelastic subsystem of the crystal. For 
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this reason it is interesting to examine the parametric excita- 
tion of the phonons both for perpendicular and for parallel 
mutual orientations of the fields. 

Under perpendicular pumping conditions parametric 
excitation of phonons in CoCO, (at the frequency 
w, ~ 2 . r r .  50 GHz) was observed by Borovik-Romanov and 
 coworker^,'^ and in FeBO, (at the frequency w, ~271..  10 
GHz) by Wettling and  coworker^.^-^ It was found that in 
both antiferromagnetics, at hlH, transverse phonons with 
frequency w,, = wp/2 are excited above some threshold way 
(i.e., the case of degenerate pumping is realized); however, 
the dependence of the threshold field on the experimental 
parameters was not examined in detail in the above-men- 
tioned studies.'' 

Subsequently, Kotyuzhanskii and P r~zo rova ' ' ~ '~  mea- 
sured the temperature and field dependences of h in FeBO, 
at the frequency w, ~2 . r r .35  GHz and on the basis of the 
improved formula of Lutovinov and SavchenkoI3 derived an 
estimate for the relaxation rate of phonons parametrically 
excited by the transverse pumping. 

Parallel pumping of phonons in antiferromagnets had 
up until now been observed only in FeB0, It was dis- 
covered that in this case transverse phonons with frequency 
w,, = wp/2 are also excited, and detailed measurements of 
the threshold h were carried out over a wide range of fre- 
quencies (w, /2.rrz0.5-1.6 GHz) , temperatures, and mag- 
netic fields, and the connection between the amplitude of the 
threshold field and the phonon relaxation rate was experi- 
mentally established. In the present article we report the first 
observation of parallel pumping of phonons in CoCO, . 

Formulas for the threshold amplitudes h, for parallel 
and perpendicular pumping of phonons were calculated in 
Refs. 16 and 13, respectively. The simplified model of an 
elastic-isotropic continuous medium was used here (in es- 
sence, the single-mode approximation), omitting the details 
of the anisotropy of the elastic interactions. It turned out 
that despite the difference in the phonon excitation mecha- 
nisms for Hllh and Hlh, both thresholds coincide in the 
limiting case when w, 4wf, and HgH, and can be repre- 
sented in the form 

Here and below we set f i  = 1, 

is the frequency of the quasiferromagnetic V) branch of the 
magnon spectrum; H, is the Dzyaloshinskii field; p -gp,, g 
is the Land6 factor, pB is the Bohr magneton; (pHA ) 2  is the 
contribution of the magnetoelastic interaction to the spin 
waves energy gap, and (pH,, ) 2  is the magnetic anisotropy 
in the basal plane of the crystal; a = v, /p is the inhomogen- 
eous exchange constant; Jo = H,/S, HE is the homoge- 
neous exchange field, S is the spin of the electron shell; O is 
the contant of the magnetoelastic interaction; p is the den- 
sity, and Vo is the volume of the basal cell of the two-sublat- 
tice antiferromagnet. 

Thus, according to expression (2)  the threshold field of 
parametric excitation of phonons should not depend on the 
mutual orientation of the static and microwave magnetic 
fields. The main task of the present work was a study of 

parametric resonance of phonons in cobalt carbonate and 
iron borate at different mutual orientations of the alternat- 
ing and constant magnetic fields in the basal plane of the 
crystal, with the goal of comparing these thresholds, deter- 
mining the phonon relaxation rates, and finding an adequate 
theoretical description of the experimental results. 

2. EXPERIMENTALTECHNIQUE 

The main measurements of the threshold of phonon pa- 
rametric resonance in this work were carried out on an anti- 
ferromagnetic single crystal of CoCO,. The sample was cut 
in the shape of a disk of thickness 0.4 mm and diameter 2 
mm. Some of the experiments were performed on a naturally 
faceted lamina of the antiferromagnet FeBO, of thickness 
1.3 mm (the same sample as was investigated in Refs. 14 and 
15). Both crystals had identical rhombohedra1 symmetry 
(group D,, ). After antiferromagnetic ordering the magnet- 
ic moments of the sublattices lie in the basal plane perpendic- 
ular to the threefold "difficult" axis C3 . The Dzyalozhinskii- 
Moriya interaction leads to a "sloping" of the spins, as a 
result of which there appears a weak ferromagnetic moment 
lying in the basal plane. The basal plane of the sample coin- 
cided with the planes of the disk and the lamina. 

Parametric excitation of the phonons was investigated 
with a decimeter-band spectrometer.I7 A helical cavity with 
loaded Qz 1000 was used as the resonant absorbing cell. The 
sample was fastened to a teflon holder with the help of a 
pocket made of cigarette paper. The cavity with the sample 
was placed in liquid helium (the experiment was carried out 
at T = 1.5-4.2 K )  or in gaseous helium (at T = 77 K) .  Para- 
metric excitation of the phonons was detected in a pulsed 
microwave regime by the appearance of a characteristic dis- 
tortion in the shape of the pulse after passage through the 
cavity. The pulses had 300 psec duration and a repetition 
frequency of 50 Hz. The relative accuracy of measurement of 
the threshold h,  at a fixed pumping frequency was 5%, and 
the absolute accuracy of measurement was 30%. 

Parametric excitation of phonons was observed at any 
geometry of the static and microwave magnetic fields lying 
in the basal planes of the crystals. The pump threshold was 
strongly anisotropic and depended both on the direction of 
the static field H with respect to the crystallographic twofold 
axes, apparently due to the presence of magnetic anisotropy 
in the basal plane of the CoCO, crystal,'8 and on the angle 
between H and the pump field h. 

To calculate the relaxation rate of the phonons from the 
threshold of paramagnetic excitation it is necessary to know 
the antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR) spectrum in 
fields corresponding to this excitation. Detailed investiga- 
tions of AFMR spectra have not yet been carried out in 
CoCO, in weak fields. In addition, according to the results 
of Refs. 19 and 20, the form of the spectrum varies strongly 
from sample to sample and depends on the concentration of 
the Mn2 + and Fe2 + impurities. This is why we did not use 
the experimental results of other authors, but rather studied 
AFMR only in our own samples. 

The AFMR studies were carried out using a direct-am- 
plification spectrometer operating in the frequency range 
16.6-37 GHz. The sample was placed at the end face of a 
shorted waveguide, which made it easy to adjust the frequen- 
cy of the spectrometer. The reflected signal was detected by a 
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crystal detector and recorded on an X- Yplotter as a function 
of the magnitude of the constant magnetic field. 

3. ANTIFERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE 

AFMR in CoCO, was investigated at temperatures 
from 1.5 to 4.2 K in magnetic fields H up to 2 kOe. The 
resonance linewidth AH was - 100 Oe. A strong 60"-anisot- 
ropy in the position of the resonance line was observed upon 
rotation of the magnetic field in the basal plane of the crystal. 
Figure 1 shows the results of measurements of the angular 
dependence of the resonant field H,,, . As was shown in Ref. 
21, the magnetization easy axis (EA) (in Fig. 1 it corre- 
sponds to the angle q, = 0") coincides with the twofold axis 
C2 . We then measured the frequency dependences of, (H), 
which are shown in Fig. 2 in the coordinates (wjo ,H,, ), at 
two directions of the magnetic field, one corresponding to 
q, = 30" (HIEA) and the other to q, = 0" (HIIEA) . The 
AFMR spectrum in these coordinates is described by a 
straight line which is shifted up or down, depending on the 
direction of the field. The experimental results in Figs. 1 and 
2 can be represented by the empirical formula 

(0 ,~ i2n)  [GHzZ] =820 H[kOel+50+60 cos 6q. (4) 

Let us compare it with the theoretical formula (3) after add- 
ing to it the hexagonal anisotropy term calculated in Ref. 22. 
We have then for H4HD 

where Ha is the 60"-anisotropy field in the basal plane. From 
relations (4)  and (5)  for g = 4.0 f 0.1 (Refs. 6 and 23) it 
follows (taking measurement error into account) that 
HD =(26.1+2.5) kOe, H: = (1.6k0.3)  kOe2, and 
36HEH, = ( 1.9 f 0.2) kOe2. 

The value which we obtained for HD agrees with the 
static-measurement data.24 Since the influence of the de- 
magnetizing factor of the sample shifts the empirical AFMR 
spectrum quite strongly away from the real spectrum, the 
value of H obtained from experiment cannot be identified 
with the magnetoelastic gap H i,, in the spin-wave spec- 
trum, since the error of determining H :,, = (0 + 1 ) kOe2 
is large and can indicate only the interval of possible values. 

It should be noted that the spectrum w f ,  has the form 

FIG. 1 .  Dependence of the resonant AFMR magnetic field on direction in 
the basal plane of the CoCO, crystal. The angles q, = rand  q, = 60" corre- 
spond to HIIEA; T =  4.2 K, of,/27i- = 16.63 GHz. The solid curve was 
calculated according to the formula H [Oe] = 262-73 cos 6q. 

FIG. 2. Square of the AFMR frequency in CoCO, as a function of the 
static magnetic field H for two directions of the field in the basal plane: 
0-HIIEA, C-HlEA, A d a t a  of Ref. 19; T =  4.2 K. 

(5) with an angular dependence in the form cos 6q, only in 
fields much stronger than the spin-flop field, which is de- 
fined by the condition H,, = 36HEHa/HD and is equal to 
H,, = (73 + 14) Oe. The magnetic domains previously ob- 
served in Ref. 21 can exist in weaker fields HgH,,. In addi- 
tion, in comparatively weak fields, even for H > H,,, the 
magnetization m is not necessarily parallel to the static field 
H. However, when the external field is directed along the 
easy magnetization axis of one of the domains, the condition 
mil H is always fulfilled for this domain and the AFMR spec- 
trum can be described by the empirical formula (4)  with cos 
6q, = 1, thus: 

Since our main experimental results on parametric excita- 
tion of phonons were obtained in quite weak fields H z  50-  
300 Oe, a correct calculation of the connection of the phon- 
ons with the microwave pump field can be carried out only 
for HllEA (q, = 0") using empirical formula (6).  

Our studies of the antiferromagnetic resonance of the 
FeBO, crystal showed that the AFMR spectrum agrees well 
with the results of Ref. 25. Therefore we do not cite these 
results in the present work. 

4. PARAMAGNETIC EXCITATION OF PHONONS 

We measured the threshold of parametric excitation of 
phonons as a function of the magnitude and direction of the 
static magnetic field, as well as of temperature, for various 
pumping geometries. It should be mentioned at once that 
pumping in CoCO, and FeBO, was observed for any orien- 
tation of the magnetic fields in the basal plane of the crystal. 
We also verified the effect of departure of H from the basis 
plane on the parallel pumping threshold. It turned out that 
the threshold h depends only on the projection of H on the 
basal plane of the crystal, to within experimental error. 

Let us first consider the experimental results obtained 
with CoCO,. Figure 3 shows the dependence of h, on the 
direction of H in the basal plane for a fixed direction of the 
microwave field. In other words, the dependence of the 
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the phonon parametric excitation threshold in 
CoCO, on the direction of the static field H in the basal plane of the 
crystal for fixed direction of the microwave field hllEA. The condition 
hllH is fulfilled at q = O'. Some asymmetry of the curve indicates that 
there is some sloping of h with respect to the easy axis. T =  1.94 K, 
H = 204 Oe, wp/2a  = 1430 MHz. The solid line denotes the dependence 
h, a 04, (H)  (fitted to the experimental data at the point q = 0'). 

threshold on the angle p between the static and alternating 
magnetic fields. According to formula (2), h, a w ; ~  ( H 1, 
i.e., the dependence of the threshold on p should have a 60" 
anisotropy in conformity with the AFMR spectrum (4). 
However, as is clear from Fig. 3, the experimental results 
differ qualitatively from the theoretical curve-along with 
the 60"-anisotropy there is observed a 180"-anisotropy of h, 
associated, apparently, with the mutual orientation of the 
microwave and static magnetic fields. 

Figure 4 shows the dependences of the parallel pumping 
threshold on the magnitude of the static magnetic field for 
two directions of H. The fact that the threshold of phonon 
excitation is higher for the direction corresponding to the 
easy axis is in qualitative agreement with threshold formula 
(2 )  since the spin wave spectrum is higher for this direction 
of H. However, there is a quantitative discrepancy between 
experimental and theory for the relative increase of the 

FIG. 4. Dependence of the parallel pumping threshold in CoCO, on the 
static magnetic field at the two directions of H: 0-HIJEA, T =  1.97 K, 
wp/2a  = 1446 MHz; 0-HlEA,  T = 1.94 K ,  wp/2a = 1430 MHz. 

7,, rel. units 
475r 

FIG. 5. Dependence of the phonon relaxation rate in CoCO, on the static 
magnetic field: HIIEA, T = 1.97 K ,  op/2?r = 1446 MHz. 

threshold when the magnetic field is rotated from the direc- 
tion perpendicular to the EA to the direction parallel to it. 
Thus, for H = 1 kOe, formula (2) gives a fourfold increase 
of the threshold, and for H = 0.2 kOe, a 1.9 times greater 
increase. Such a difference can be explained in principle by 
assuming that the phonon relaxation rate depends on the 
direction of the static magnetic field. The field dependence 
of the phonon relaxation rate calculated according to formu- 
la (2) with formula (6) taken into account, is shown in Fig. 
5 for the case of H parallel to the C, axis. The observed 
growth of phonon relaxation in fields H < 100 Oe is evidently 
associated with the existence of magnetic domains for 
HGH,,. To estimate the absolute value of the phonon relaxa- 
tion in CoCO, it is not enough to know just the magnetoelas- 
tic coupling constant. 

Measurements of the critical field in the perpendicular- 
pumping geometry are presented in Fig. 6. In weak fields 
(H < 0.1 kOe) the thresholds of parallel and perpendicular 
pumping almost coincide; however, the dependence of the 
threshold h on the static field is significantly weaker than 
that of h !, which makes it possible at the same microwave 
power to observe pumping up to large values of H. 

Figure 7 presents the temperature dependences of h ! 
and h ,I in CoCO, for fixed field geometry and values of H 
chosen so that the AFMR frequencies agree (to within 
10%). It can be seen that the parallel pumping threshold 

FIG. 6. Dependence of the perpendicular pumping threshold in CoCO, 
on the static magnetic field at the two directions of H: 0-HJJEA, 
T =  1.94 K, wp/27r= 1430 MHz; 0-HlEA,  T =  1.5 K, w,/27r = 1570 
MHz. 
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pumping threshold in weak fields is markedly lower than the 
perpendicular pumping threshold. 

The dependence of the thresholds on the orientation of 
the microwave field for fixed direction of the static field is, in 
our opinion, of fundamental importance. As was already 
mentioned, according to the elastic-isotropic t h e ~ r y ' ~ , ' ~  
h = h : sincep!, = piff [see Eq. (2) 1, and the properties of 
the sample (including phonon decay) do not change if only 
the microwave field h is rotated. However, as the experi- 
ments have shown, h t in FeBO, is observed only in fields 
considerably stronger than h !, while in CoCO, the opposite 
is true: h > h :. Obviously then, to explain the fact of the 
noncoincidence of the thresholds it is not enough just to as- 
sume that phonons are excited with minimum decay, but one 
must also take into account the dependence of the coupling 
coefficient p,, on the mutual orientation of the magnetic 
fields. In other words, in the given pumping geometry the 
condition h, = min ( y, /per ) is satisfied, i.e., for a valid cal- 
culation of the magnitude of the threshold it is necessary to 
take into account not only the anisotropy of the phonon re- 
laxation rates, but also the anisotropy of the coupling coeffi- 
cient p,, . 

FIG. 7. Temperature dependences of the phonon parametric excitation 
thresholds in CoCO,: 0-Hl(h(lEA, w p / 2 r  = 1570 MHz, H =  155 Oe; 
0-HlhlIEA, w p / 2 r  = 1570 MHz, H = 274 Oe. 

exceeds the perpendicular pumping threshold by not less 
than a factor of two. In addition, a difference in the func- 
tional dependences is observed. If we assume that the mag- 
netoelastic constants in our experiments do not depend on 
temperature ( T 4  TN 1, then it follows that the relaxation of 
the excited phonons has the same temperature dependences 
as in Fig. 7. 

Thus, in CoCO, the thresholds h ! and h ,I are not only 
unequal but also have different functional dependences on 
the magnetic field and the temperature. The greatest differ- 
ence in the thresholds is observed precisely in strong fields, 
where the inequality w, g w f ,  is best fulfilled and according 
to formula (2) the thresholds should coincide. 

We also carried out analogous measurements of h ! and 
h : in the antiferromagnet FeBO, . It turned out here that the 
thresholds of parallel and perpendicular pumping also have 
different field dependences, but the situation observed here 
is the opposite of that for CoCO, : the perpendicular pump- 
ing threshold has a more rapid growth in its dependence on 
the magnetic field, and such a behavior of the thresholds is 
characteristic of all directions of the magnetic field H in the 
basal plane. These dependences in the case HlEA are shown 
in Fig. 8. Note that in the given orientation of H the parallel 

5. MAGNETOELASTIC WAVES IN AN ANISOTROPIC MEDIUM 

The theory of coupled magnetoelastic waves is easiest to 
develop for frequency regions far below the AFMR frequen- 
cy (the experimental results of this paper and of Refs. 14 and 
15 were obtained under precisely such conditions). In this 
case the elastic subsystem can be considered as a phonon gas 
with effective (linear and nonlinear) interactions due to the 
magnetic subsystem (see Refs. 2,3, 16, and 26). In a certain 
sense this situation is analogous to the case of nuclear spin 
waves (see Refs. 16 and 27), which arise in the NMR fre- 
quency region thanks to the Suhl-Nakamura interaction be- 
tween the nuclear spins. The development of this analogy in 
the present work has made it possible to calculate the indi- 
rect interaction energy between the elastic deformations of 
the crystal (see Sec. 5.3). An analysis of the phonon system 
is much more complicated due to the anisotropy of the elas- 
tic and magnetoelastic interactions. We shall calculate be- 
low the amplitudes of the effective phonon interactions for a 
crystal of rhombohedra1 symmetry. 

5.1. Energy of the magnetic and elastic subsystems 

We assume that the z axis points in the direction of the 
main-"difficult9'-crystal axis C,,  which is characterized 
by the anistropy field HA,  and that an external magnetic field 
H points in the direction of one of the twofold axes. This axis 
is taken to be the x axis. We write the Hamiltonian of the 
system of spin waves of this two-sublattice antiferromagnet- 
ic in the form28v29 

The quadratic part 

describes the gas of magnons of the quasiferromagnetic Cf) 
and quasi-antiferromagnetic ( a )  branches of the spectrum. 
Here 

FIG. 8. Dependence of the phonon parametric excitation threshold in 
FeBO, on the static magnetic field for the two pumping geometries: C 
HIIEAIIh, 0-HIIEAlh; T =  77 K, w p / 2 r  = 620 MHz. 
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and c: , c,, d 2, and d ,  are the Bose creation and annihila- 
tion operators. 

The term 

in Eq. (7) describes the three-magnon anharmonicity, in 
which 

Jy. is the number of unit cells in the sample; A(x # O )  = 0, 
A(x = 0) = 1. In expression (10) only those terms are dis- 
played that will be of interest to us in what follows, since we 
will not consider anharmonicities of fourth and higher or- 
der. 

The last term in expression (7) describes the interac- 
tion of an external microwave field having longitudinal 
(hllllf) and transverse (hll(g) polarization with the magnet- 
ic system: 

Jrs " 
P.(t)=ph1100so.t[i(--2-) Do- 

We will describe the elastic and magnetoelastic subsys- 
tems of the crystal phenomenologically on the basis of the 
following expression for the energy: 

in which r is the radius vector of the cell and 

is the sum of the kinetic, elastic, and magnetoelastic energies 
per unit volume. The explicit form of 9, and ye, are (see 
Ref. 26): 

~ e = t / 2 ~ ( z ) 6 6 = ~ / z ~ t t ( ~ 2 + ~ ~ 2 )  + i / ~ W ~ s ~ z : + W t z ~ ~ v u  
+ W t s ( ~ + u w )  uz*+ (%'I,-Wt2) &"2+2w"(~x:+~u:) 

+2V14[ (u=-uw) ~ z + 2 u x u ~ z l  , (15) 
~ , , = l @ ( ~ ' t i )  1=~1,(12u~+1yluyy) +~12(1x2uw+l;k) 

+2 (~1t-~t2)1xluu,+~,s1z2u*z+2~4&(l,lzu,z+Uzuxz) 
+21t& [ (12-1,L) uuz+2b l ,~z l  

+%'At [ l u l z ( ~ ~ - ~ v u )  +21~lz%l. (16) 

In Eqs. ( 15) and ( 16) we have made use of the following 
notation: 1= (MI  - M, )/2M0; [MI  I = IM, I = Mo is the 
magnetization of the sublattice; U is the displacement vector 
along which the strain tensor ii, 

A 

is defined, @ (') is the elastic-modulus tensor, and 97 '2' is the 
magnetoelastic tensor. 

The antiferromagnetic vector l ( r )  has in the approxi- 
mation of interest to us the following components: 

1 , ~ - i ( W S )  -" exp (ikr)Ck-, 

The displacement vector is expressed in terms of the phonon 
creation and annihilation operators b & and b, in the fol- 
lowing way: 

e(k' ') exp (ikr) (bk6+b*kl)r ( 19) ~ ( r ,  t )  = ( 2 p ~ ~ ) - ' z  - 
k,B 

Qrp'" 

where e(k$) is the unit polarization vector of the wave with 
frequency a,, and thep denotes the quasilongitudinal and 
the two quasitransverse modes. 

5.2. Parametric resonance 

In the region of acoustic frequencies R,, (af, (w,  the 
quite complicated magnetoelastic interactions can be simpli- 
fied by introducing effective phonon-phonon interactions. A 
convenient method of obtaining these effective interactions, 
which we shall use here, was proposed in Ref. 30. We assume 
conditions of quasi-equilibrium of the form 

in the generalized coordinates 

We thereby exclude the magnetic degrees of freedom and 
arrive at the relations 

~ k - ~ - i ( 2 ~ / J r ) ' * z  x (k. r )  [ (iBtt-%,) u, (r) 
r 

x (k, r) exp(-ikr j 2J,Vo/o,kz. 

It is easy to see that as a result of taking these relations into 
account in expression ( 12) terms arise which describe the 
interaction of the microwave field with the elastic strains of 
the crystal. Substituting the second-quantization displace- 
ment vector (17) into the strain tensor and writing the dy- 
namic equations for the canonical variables b & and bw, we 
arrive at conditions for the paramagnetic resonance thresh- 
old of the phonons. Omitting straightforward details of the 
computations, we obtain the effective coupling coefficients 
for parallel and perpendicular pumping: 
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where 

are functions which describe the anisotropy of the excited 
phonons with wave vectors k and - k (k= (kln) and polari- 
zations e(k,P, ) and e(k$, ); 0 ~ 2 %  ,, V,; 
< = ( 9 7  - 97 1 / 2 9  14 .  Apart from the functions f, and 
f,, expressions (24) and (25) are analogous in structure to 
the coupling coefficients for parallel and perpendicular 
pumping obtained earlier in Refs. 16 and 13, respectively. If 
we neglect the anisotropy of the phonon relaxation rates and 
drop the anistropic factors f, and f, in formulas (24) and 
(25), then in the interesting parameter region 
(H( HD,wfk =:af, ) we obtain relation (2).  Taking the anis- 
tropy of degenerate pumping into account leads to formulas 
of the form 

where v, (k$) is the velocity ofthe excited phonons. Formu- 
las (26) allow a qualitative understanding of the reason for 
the experimentally observed different dependences of the 
thresholds h and h ,I on the magnetic field H. 

5.3. The phonon spectrum 

Eliminating the magnetic degrees of freedom in Eqs. 
(7) and (14) with the help of relations (22) and (23), we 
arrive at the effective energy of the elastic subsystem 

in which the term 

where 

describes the indirect elasticity mediated by the magnetic 
subsystem (we have written only the terms quadratic in G)  . 
Note that the elastic potential (27), taking expression (28) 
into account, becomes nonlocal-the energy density at the 
given point depends now on the integral contribution of the 
elastic strains within the limits of the effective radius - v,/wfo in a potential of Yukawa type. 

The spectrum flw and polarization e(k, P) of the nor- 
mal elastic modes of the system are determined by the 
Green-Christoffel equation 

which is obtained after going over to the plane waverepre- 
sentation in the dynamic equation for U. In Eq. (29) I is the 

h h 

unitmatrix,and?(k) = [%",' + A%(*)(k)]kkisthesym- 

metric tensor for rhombohedra1 structure, first c~lculated in 
Ref. 26. The explicit form of the components of r ( k )  is giv- 
enjn the Appendix. It should be ̂ noted that the corrections 
A%?'" ( k )  to the elastic moduli % (,' which we obtained is 
half that of Ref. 26. The reason is that there, and also in all 
other investigations of the effective elastic interaction in 
magnets (see the review in Ref. 3) the effective energy A F ,  
was calculated incorrectly: no account was taken of the non- 
locality of the indirect elastic interaction. 

In the simplest case, in which k = (O,O,k), we obtain 
from (27) the spectra of the longitudinal and two transverse 
elastic waves: 

For k = (O,k,O) the spectrum of the field-dependent trans- 
verse wave is 

Here9 ,=9 , ,OJ0/w& and %',,=(%,, - g I 2 ) / 2 .  Tak- 
ing the above-mentioned factor of 1/2 into account, expres- 
sions ( 30b) and (3  1 ) differ from the analogous expressions 
in Refs. 3 and 9 (there we have 2.97, instead of 97, ). Thus 
the magnetoelastic constants calculated from experiment 
are 2", times greater than those obtained from the formulas 
of the cited papers. 

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Based on the observation of the dimensional effect in 
FeBO, (a  regular decrease of the threshold field upon fullfil- 
ment of the condition nil /2 = L, where n is an integer, A is 
the wavelength of the phonon, and L is the thickness of the 
sample) it was found in Ref. 14 that parallel pumping excites 
transverse phonons which propagate perpendicular to the 
basal plane. According to formula (24), it is precisely these 
phonons that have the maximum value of p,, under the giv- 
en experimental conditions. The question arises what type of 
quasiparticles are excited when Hlh. It should be noted that 
in the case of perpendicular pumping in FeBO, we also ob- 
served a lowering of the threshold at some values ofH. But in 
this case the distances AH between the threshold minima 
were significantly greater (4-6 times so), the minima were 
markedly less pronounced, and the dependence of their posi- 
tions on H was random. 

The increase in the magnitude of A H  attendant to  the 
appearance of the size effect, according to the formula of 
Ref. 14, may be associated with a weakening of the depend- 
ence of the speed of sound on H, an increase of the velocity of 
the excited phonons, or a decrease of the sample dimension L 
in the formula for the size effect. It is possible to attribute the 
irregular nature of the minima of the threshold h to the fact 
that the wave vector k of the excited phonons is not perpen- 
dicular to the plane of the (laminar) sample. In this case, 
because of the irregular shape of the sample in the basal 
plane, the condition of the size effect will be satisfied now by 
one, now by another dimension of the sample, which is mani- 
fested in the experiment as a chaotic appearance of the mini- 
ma of the pumping threshold. The qualitative difference of 
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the size effects for the two pumping geometries agrees with 
Eq. (26) above, which indicates that for fixed experimental 
.parameters, different phonons will be excited in the different 
pumping geometries by virtue of the anisotropy of p,,. We 
stress that this result cannot be explained in the simpler elas- 
tic-isotropic continuous medium 

No size effect was observed in our experiments for para- 
metric phonon pumping in CoCO,. Most likely this has to 
do with the fact that the mean free path of the quasiphonon is 
significantly less than the thickness of the sample. Therefore 
we are not able to assert that different phonons are excited 
also in CoCO, for hllH and hlH. However, the striking dif- 
ference between the thresholds h and h : for H20.2 kOe 
gives a reason to suppose that the situation here is analogous 
to that for FeBO, . 

Let us turn now to a discussion of the mechanisms of 
phonon decay. Analysis shows that the most important in- 
trinsic processes, calculated by diagram technique methods 
in Refs. 31 and 32, give substantially lower estimates of the 
phonon relaxation rates (with smallness parameter 
E = O/p Vo uf ) than is required to explain the experimental 
results of Refs. 14 and 15 and of the present paper. The prob- 
ability of extrinsic processes of phonon decay (impurities, 
dislocations) also contains a small parameter E (along with a 
small relative-defect-density parameter). Therefore in what 
follows we limit ourselves to one model of the appearance of 
decay of the quasielastic waves. The main idea of this model 
is that in the presence of coupled oscillatbns the transforma- 
tion of the spectra of the initial "pure" modes is also accom- 
panied by a "renormalization" of their relaxation param- 
eters. This idea was successfully developed in Ref. 33 with 
nuclear spin waves as the example. The calculation, carried 
out in Ref. 33 by the method of moments, yields when ap- 
plied to coupled magnetoelastic waves the following expres- 
sion for the contribution of quasiferromagnon decay yE '  to 
the phonon relaxation rate yw : 

Expression (32) has a simple physical meaning. Relax- 
ation of the spin waves proceeds thanks to elementary acts of 
interaction of the magnons with other degrees of freedom of 
the crystal. This process has a random character and gives 
rise to quantum noise in the spin wave energy (see Ref. 34). 
yjr' serves as a measure of this noise. The magnetoelastic 
interaction "transfers" the magnetic noise component to the 
elastic subsystem, which leads to phonon decay (the equiv- 
alence of low-frequency noise modulation of the oscillator 
spectrum to its relaxation was demonstrated in Ref. 35). 
Thus, formula (32) relates the characteristics ykp and yj:' 
of noise of one and the same nature through the coupling 
coefficient between the subsystems. In the case under consi- 
deration for the transverse phonons with k(l C, (as follows 
from Eqs. (26) and (29), it is precisely these phonons or 
phonons similar to them that are first excited) we have 

Unfortunately, at present we do not have a theory of 
quasiferromagnon relaxation in antiferromagnets adequate 
to experiment. However, we can make use of the experimen- 
tal data of Ref. 12 in which the values of yjr '  in FeBO, were 
measured by the parametric resonance method and compare 

the result of renormalization of magnon decay into the 
phonon branch with the phonon relaxation rate. 

It follows from the experiments of Ref. 15 that the 
phonon relaxation rate in FeBO, is proportional to their 
frequency. In other words, the Q factor of the phonons does 
not depend on the frequency and at T = 77 K has the values 
Q,, =up, /2ykB 1.8. lo3 and 3.5- 10, for the two samples 
investigated in Ref. 15. If we renormalize the spin wave re- 
laxation rate obtained in the experiments in Ref. 12 accord- 
ing to formulas (32) and (33), then at T = 77 K we obtain 
for the phonons with frequency w,, = 2 ~ 3 . 7  GHz the value 
y = 0.73 MHz, i.e., Q,, ~ 2 . 5 -  lo3, which is in good agree- 
ment with the results of Ref. 15. 

We cannot estimate the absolute value of the phonon 
relaxation rate in CoCO, at the present time, since the mag- 
netoelastic constants are unknown. Comparison of the func- 
tional dependences yk (H,T) obtained from measurements 
of the phonon pumping threshold and from the renormaliza- 
tion of magnon decay is also still not possible due to the lack 
of experimental data. 

To wrap up this section, let us dwell for a moment on 
the results of AFMR studies in CoCO, . It  can be stated with 
certainty that our results are in good agreement with the 
data of Ref. 19 (points from Ref. 19 for a sample in the shape 
of a thin disk are shown in Fig. 2). Unfortunately, Ref. 19 
does not give the frequency dependence of wjo (H),  from 
whose slope it is possible to determine HD knowing the value 
of the spectroscopic splitting factor g = 4.0 + 0.1. Accord- 
ing to our data HD = (26.1 & 2.5) kOe, which is in splendid 
agreement with the results of magnetostatic measure- 
m e n t ~ . ' ~ , ~ ~  It is interesting to note that in Refs. 23 and 26, in 
which the AFMR spectra were investigated in strong fields 
H>HD, the experimental results are not described by the 
theoretical formula ( 5  ) with HD = H F. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Parametric excitation of phonons by an alternating 
magnetic field in the antiferromagnets CoCO, and FeBO, is 
observed for any orientation of the static and microwave 
magnetic fields lying in the basal plane of the crystal. 

2. Different phonons are excited in different pumping 
geometries. The critical amplitude of the microwave field 
also depends on the angle between the static and alternating 
magnetic fields, i.e., on the pumping mechanism. 

3. The set of experimental results for various phonon 
pumping geometries can be qualitatively explained by for- 
mula (26), which takes account of the competition between 
the anisotropies of phonon relaxation and excitation. The 
theory which considers parametric phonon resonance in the 
model of an elastic-isotropic medium is inapplicable. 

4. It has been shown that the effective elastic energy 
arising from the magnetoelastic interaction is nonlocal-the 
energy density at a given point depends on the integral con- 
tribution of the elastic strains within the limits of the effec- 
tive radius - u ,  /afo. 

5. Phonon decay in FeBO, can be explained by the hy- 
pothesis that the relaxation of the spin waves coupled with 
the sound influences the decay of the quasiphonon branch. 

The authors thank V. I. Ozhogin, L. A. Prozorov, and 
A. Yu. Yakubovskii for helpful discussions. 
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APPENDIX 
h 

The components of the symmetric tensor r ( k )  are 
equal to 

where 

We present the elastic constants of the elasticity moduli 
(in units of 10" erg/cm3) for CoCO, (p  = 4.13 g/cm3) 
(Ref. 37) and FeBO, (p  = 4.28 g/cm3) (Ref. 9): 

911 - 9 1 2  Wis W I ~  Waa Wtr 
CoCOs 27,l 11,6 8,8 -0.6 16.7 5.3 
FeB03 44,5 14.5 14.0 2,0 30,5 9.5 

The magnetoelastic constants for FeBO, (taking into ac- 
count the factor 2'", see Sec. 5.3) at T =  77 K are9 
3%' = 19.7. 10W6 erg/cm3 and (37 l l  - 37 ,2)/2 
= 16.9. erg/cm3. 
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